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Abstract

Sampling-based motion planning is one of the fundamental paradigms

to generate robot motions, and a cornerstone of robotics research. This

comparative review provides an up-to-date guideline and reference man-

ual for the use of sampling-based motion planning algorithms. This

includes a history of motion planning, an overview about the most suc-

cessful planners, and a discussion on their properties. It is also shown

how planners can handle special cases and how extensions of motion

planning can be accommodated. To put sampling-based motion plan-

ning into a larger context, a discussion of alternative motion generation

frameworks is presented which highlights their respective differences to

sampling-based motion planning. Finally, a set of sampling-based mo-

tion planners are compared on 24 challenging planning problems. This

evaluation gives insights into which planners perform well in which sit-

uations and where future research would be required. This compar-

ative review thereby provides not only a useful reference manual for

researchers in the field, but also a guideline for practitioners to make

informed algorithmic decisions.
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1. Introduction

The last decades have seen remarkable progress in the field of robotics. An area of growth

has been the development of sampling-based motion planning methods (1, 2, 3, 4), which

have enabled applications such as robotics construction (5), multi-robot coordination (6),

autonomous driving (7), industrial manufacturing (8), and protein folding (9).

Sampling-based motion planning (SBMP) is an approach to the problem of finding a

motion for a robot to move from A to B. The distinguishing characteristic of SBMP is

that it relies on sampling configurations (placements of the robot) in order to quickly find

feasible and, in certain cases, optimal robot motions. Studies (10) have shown this to be

one of the most efficient ways to solve problems with high numbers of degrees of freedom.

However, despite this success, incoming researchers and practitioners have currently no

up-to-date guideline to use SBMP methods. In particular, there is currently no historical

treatise recapping the development of the field until the present day. There exists also no

categorization of planners summarizing the developments of the last decade. Moreover, it

is often unclear how SBMP methods differ from alternative motion generation frameworks

such as motion optimization, motion primitives, search-based planning or control-based

planning. Finally, it is often unclear which planner class is best suited for a particular

application area, and which planner performs best for a particular scenario.

To mitigate those gaps, this comparative review makes four core contributions:

1. an overview and brief history of SBMP methods, which spans the years 1979 to 2023,

2. an analysis and categorization of SBMP algorithms to give insights into different

planners classes and extensions,

3. a discussion of how SBMP compares to alternative motion generation frameworks

(e.g., (11, 12, 13, 14)), and its advantages and disadvantages,

4. a large-scale comparative evaluation on 24 scenarios, comparing several SBMP meth-

ods in terms of success, runtime, and optimality.

Those contributions make this comparative review an extensive guideline and reference

manual to leverage the power of SBMP methods.

2. Motion Planning History and the Emergence of Sampling-based Methods

The history of motion planning begins around 1979 (15) and continues as an ever-growing

research field into the present. This 40-year period can be divided into four eras. First,

the pre-sampling era, where fundamental results were discovered and the problem was

rigorously analyzed. Second, the sampling-advent era, where the first planners based on

random sampling were discovered. Third, the sampling-consolidation era, where many

improvements on sampling-based planners were made. Fourth, the optimality and learning

era, where the first asymptotically-optimal planners were discovered and where learning

algorithms became a focus of the community.

2.1. Pre-sampling Era (1979-1989)

The start of the motion planning era can be placed around 1979, when Lozano-Pérez (15)

introduced the concept of the configuration space as a general framework to plan motions

for arbitrary kinematic systems. This idea of planning through a configuration space (16)

put the research field on a solid foundation and helped properly articulate the problem of
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finding a path through the configuration space as the motion planning problem, sometimes

also called the piano mover’s problem (17).

After the motion planning problem was articulated, many researchers focused on the

topic of computational complexity (17, 18, 19, 20). Fundamental results of that time were

the proof that motion planning in configuration space is NP-hard (19, 20) and the devel-

opment of the celebrated Canny algorithm which solves the problem in single exponential

time (20). While the proposed motion planning algorithms have strong guarantees, they

were not suited for practical, relevant problems due to their high computational complexity.

This was partially overcome by Khatib (21), who introduced the artificial potential-

fields. This method uses attractive and repulsive artificial potential fields to drive the robot

towards a desired goal while avoiding obstacles. Potential-fields were a popular method to

control robots, with several extensions like the Laplacian potential field method (22), addi-

tion of circular directions (23), navigation functions (24), and numerical potential fields (25).

While all those methods had tremendous influence on later algorithms like task-space con-

trol, they do sacrifice guarantees like completeness or optimality of the solution.

2.2. Sampling-advent (1990-1999)

The second era of motion planning comprises the years 1990 until 2000, where sampling-

based algorithms were first pioneered and showed remarkable results in terms of efficiency

of computation (26). This era roughly starts with the works of Barraquand (27), who im-

proved the potential field approach using a Monte-Carlo random walking method which

were instrumental for subsequent sampling-based planners. Sampling-based planners dif-

fered from other approaches by estimating the connectivity of the free configuration space

through sampling. Despite not having an explicit representation of the configuration space,

several of them were able to hold the property of probabilistic completeness, meaning that

they will find a solution when time goes to infinity.

The most popular sampling-based approaches came in two categories. The first cate-

gory were graph-based planners, like the probabilistic roadmap planner (PRM) (1), which

randomly samples configurations, connects them to a graph, and uses targeted sampling to

connect graphs. Several planning queries can then be answered using the same graph. The

second category were tree-based planners, like the expansive-space trees (EST) (2, 28) and

the rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT) algorithm (29, 3). They both grow a tree from a

start configuration by randomly sampling configurations and connecting them to the tree

till the goal is reached. The growth of sampling-based methods was starting (30).

2.3. Sampling-consolidation (2000-2009)

After several sampling-based planners were developed, it became clear that there are several

areas where improvements could lead to another leap in terms of runtime. One of those

areas were biased sampling functions, which do not sample uniformly the space, but bias

samples towards certain areas. Several approaches were developed during this time, like

sampling near or on the surface of obstacles (31), sampling inside narrow passages (32, 33),

Gaussian sampling around current frontier states and obstacles (34), sampling restricted to

workspace geometries (35) and workspace decompositions (36, 37), sampling on the medial

axis of the environment (38), utility-based sampling to connect separate regions of roadmaps

to each other (39), and sampling in areas that are deemed difficult (1). The dynamic-domain

RRT (40, 41) extended tree nodes based on their estimated exploration ability.
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2.4. Optimality and Learning period (2010-today)

Before the year 2010, sampling-based planning algorithms did not explicitly consider opti-

mality. Instead, optimality was supposed to be a post-processing step, where a sampling-

based planner provides a path which is then fed to an optimizer (42) for further improve-

ment (43, 44, 45). In 2010, another breakthrough occured, where the star versions of PRM

and RRT, PRM* and RRT* (4, 46), were developed. PRM* and RRT* are guaranteed to

be asymptotically optimal, meaning they converge to the optimal solution in terms of path

length at the limit, as the number of samples goes to infinity.

Besides achieving optimality guarantees, another important step was the integration of

machine learning into motion planning. Robots often operate in similar environments solv-

ing similar motion planning problems. This motivated the use of past planning experiences

to expedite the search in future problems. One approach of leveraging past experiences

included retrieving a past solution that is similar to the current problem and repairing

it. Past solutions are stored either in the form of path libraries (47), sparse roadmaps

(48), or local obstacle roadmaps (49). Other approaches learn sampling distributions that

can be used to bias the search of sampling based planners. Some methods learn sampling-

distributions that are problem invariant (50) conditioned on the workspace description (51).

More recent approaches based on deep learning can learn sampling distributions from past

examples conditioned on workspace information, start, and goal information (52, 53). A

recent review on learning for sampling-based planners summarizes those works (54).

3. Motion Planning

The goal of motion planning is to develop algorithms to move mechanical systems (robots)

from a start state to a goal region (55, 56, 57). A mechanical system consists of links and

joints which can exist in different configurations or states based on the position or velocity

of their joints. The set of all states of a system is called the state space1. The state-space

is denoted by the letter X and its elements as x.

State space: The set
of all states uniquely

describing a system

plus additional
structure like

metrics, constraints,
dynamics, or

topology.

Not all states in the state space are physically feasible—they might violate a constraint

(see Sec. 3.3). Constraints divide the state space X into the constraint-free region Xfree and

its complement X\Xfree. A motion planning problem is a tuple (Xfree, xI , XG), representing

the task of finding a path, a continuous function p : [0, 1] → Xfree, from a start state

xI ∈ Xfree to a goal region XG ⊆ Xfree. The set of all feasible paths P is defined as the

path space P (Xfree, xI , XG).

Motion planning problems can have several variations. The most important ones are

• Path planning. The geometrical problem ignoring the velocity, time, or dynamics

of the system (57). This is often referred to as the piano mover’s problem (17).

• Kinodynamic planning. Planning with a dynamical system and possible con-

straints on velocity, acceleration, or torque. A kinodynamic planning problem can be

defined as a tuple (Xfree, xI , XG, f), where f are the dynamical equations (Sec. 4.5).

• Optimal planning. The problem of finding a global optimal path. An optimal path

is a path p which minimizes a given cost functional c : P → R≥0. An optimal motion

planning problem is a tuple (Xfree, xI , XG, c), where the goal is to find a feasible path

1State space is used here as a general umbrella term to denote all spaces like configuration space,
joint space, Cartesian space, parameter space, or phase space.
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p⋆, such that c(p⋆) = c∗ and c∗ is the minimum cost over the path space P .

The discussion that follows will focus on path planning, while kinodynamic planning is

discussed in Sec. 4.5. Optimal planning is interleaved with the description of path planning

and kinodynamic planning.

3.1. State Space Structure

The state space X needs to have additional structures. This includes it being a topological

space (58), which is required to define the notion of a path and of path-connectedness. Most

planners further assume that the state space is amanifold. A manifold is a topological space,

which locally resembles an Euclidean space Rn. This is an important assumption, because

mechanical systems are naturally modelled by manifolds (59). Additional structures also

include metric functions and constraints.

3.2. Metric Function

Most planners require a way to measure distances. This can be achieved by adding a metric

function defined as d : X ×X → R≥0. Given any elements x, y, z ∈ X, a metric function is

characterized by the following three assumptions:

M.1 d(x, y) = 0 ⇐⇒ x = y (Identity of indiscernibles),

M.2 d(x, y) = d(y, x) (Symmetry),

M.3 d(x, y) ≤ d(x, z) + d(z, y) (Triangle inequality).

If a metric cannot be defined on a problem, less-restrictive functions can be defined,

which sacrifice one of the assumptions of a metric. The most important ones are:

• Pseudometric: Replace M.1 by the assumption d(x, x) = 0 for all x ∈ X (60). An

example is end-effector distance, which is zero for different inverse kinematic solutions.

• Quasimetric: Remove assumption on symmetry M.2 (61). An example are time-

dependent state spaces, where the robot can only move forward in time (62).

• Semimetric: A metric invalidating the triangle inequality M.3 (63). A simple ex-

ample are measurement errors violating the triangle inequality (64).

However, one has to be careful sacrificing metric properties, because some methods

like nearest neighbor computations can depend on them. There exists also sampling-based

planners that operate without a metric (65).

3.3. Constraint Functions

A constraint function codifies what a state has to satisfy to be considered feasible. Feasibility

is problem-dependent and often involves avoiding obstacles, pushing an object, turning an

object, or requiring that the robot stays close to a surface. Those tasks can be formalized

using a constraint function ϕ : X → R, which evaluates to less or equal to zero if a state is

satisfied (or constraint-free), or to a value larger than zero otherwise. Most classical motion

planning problems can be formulated using one of the following constraints.

• Collision constraint. Reject all states where robot links are in collision, either to other

robot links (self-collisions), or to links in the environment. The constraint function
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often only returns binary values, but can also be extended to return clearance or

penetration depth.

• Joint limit constraint. Reject all states which violate joint limits on the robot. This

might be a simple interval check for some actuators, but might also involve coupled

joint checks where cables restrict the motion.

• Tool-center-point (Tcp) constraint. Reject states where the Tcp of the robot is outside

certain limits. The Tcp is usually a predefined coordinate frame on the robot, where

a tool is attached e.g., for spraying, painting, or welding.

• Kinodynamic constraint. Reject states which do not fulfil velocity, acceleration, or

jerk limits on the robots joints. This is important for dynamical systems, where not

all geometric paths have a valid velocity profile.

4. Sampling-based Motion Planning

Sampling-based motion planning is the idea of implicitly representing the state space

through the use of a sampling function (Sec. 4.1). The sampling function generates a

sequence of states which can be connected using a local planner (Sec. 4.2). To coordinate

sampling and local planning, different planners have been developed, which are categorized

in Sec. 4.3 either as tree-based planners (often used in single query problems), or graph-

based planners (often used in multi-query problems). Over the years several general-purpose

improvements have been proposed (Sec.4.3.1) that enhance different planner aspects. Be-

sides performance improvements, there are many special-purpose sampling-based planners

addressing variations of the canonical motion planning problem such as planning in un-

bounded spaces (Sec. 4.4.1), infeasible problems (Sec. 4.4.2), planning with kinodynamic

constraints (Sec.4.5), and other motion planning extensions (Sec. 4.6).

4.1. Sampling Function

A sampling function generates an infinite sequence of elements of the state space as S =

{s1, s2, · · · }. For planners to offer guarantees, the sequence S is required to be dense in the

state space X, which means that every point of X is arbitrarily close to a member of S.

Sampling functions are classified as unbiased or biased methods. An unbiased method,

or uniform sampling, draws elements of the state space, whereby each outcome has an

equal chance (66). Biased methods, however, change the probability distribution by biasing

sampling towards interesting regions of the state space. While different biases can be used,

sampling-based systems often favor one of the following three.

A first method is obstacle-based sampling (31). States close to an obstacle have a

higher chance of being selected, i.e., there is a bias towards the boundary of the free state

space Xfree. Well known obstacle-based samplers are the Gaussian sampling method (34),

and the bridge-based sampling method (33). This bias often improves planning in narrow

passages (31), but also imposes an implicit bias on path length, which might interfere with

other cost functionals like clearance.

A second method is clearance-based sampling (38). Those samplers prioritize sam-

ples which increase clearance, i.e., the distance between robot and environment. This can

be achieved by sampling a feasible state, and making random steps to improve its clear-

ance (67). Clearance-based sampling can mitigate execution uncertainty on real robots, but

computing clearance queries is often expensive.
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A third method is deterministic sampling (68, 69). Deterministic samplers reproduce

the same sampling sequence in each run. Those sequences can be learned from similar

environments to bias samples towards optimal paths (52), or they can achieve better dis-

tributions by minimizing the largest uncovered area (low-dispersion). Examples of low

dispersion sequences are Halton sequences and Sukharev grids (56).

4.2. Local Planning

To find a continuous connected path, it is necessary to connect two state-space samples to

each other and return a path segment (an edge) connecting them. This is accomplished

using a local planner. A local planner is called local because the path segment often connects

samples over a short distance using simple path segments (e.g., a straight line). It is not

global in the sense that it does not address the complete global motion planning problem.

A local planner is usually fast, but the produced path might not satisfy the constraints of

the problem e.g., it might be in collision.

Depending on the category of the motion planning problem (Sec. 3) the local planner

might need to satisfy additional constraints. In the case of optimal planning the produced

path must be a lower-bound on the true solution cost. In the case of kinodynamic motion

planning the differential constraints must be satisfied (see Sec. 4.5). Having efficient and

optimal local planners is an active area of research with different methods leveraging local

optimization (70) or learning (71) to improve their performance.

4.3. Categorization of Sampling-based Planners

Algorithm 1 Basic-PRM

1: procedure Basic-PRM(xI)
2: G.addNode(xI)
3: while PTC is false do
4: xnew ← valid sample from Xfree

5: G.addNode(xnew)
6: N (xnew)← K closest neighbors of xnew

7: for each xnear ∈ N (xnew) do
8: e← Local plan xnew to xnear

9: if e ∈ Xfree and e /∈ G.edges() then
10: G.addEdge(e)

11: return G

Algorithm 2 Basic-RRT

1: procedure Basic-RRT(xI)
2: T.addNode(xI)
3: while PTC is false do
4: xrand ← sample from X
5: xnear ← nearest node in T to xrand

6: xnew ← Extend xnear towards xrand

7: e← Local plan xnew to xnear

8: if e ∈ Xfree then
9: T.addEdge(e)

10: return T

Sampling-based planners can be classified

into two main categories (55, 56, 57),

graph-based (or roadmap-based) and tree-

based planners. Algorithm 1 includes the

basic-prm (1) as a representative example

of graph-based planners. A graph-based

planner produces a graph by sampling

(Sec. 4.1) constraint-free states and adding

them to the graph (Line 4-5). Edges to

nearest neighbors are added using a local

planner (Sec. 4.2) (Line 6-10) to connect

to the graph. The planner terminates if a

planner terminate condition (PTC)2 is ful-

filled (Line 3). These planners are often

called multi-query, because the graph can

be reused for changing start states or goal

regions. Examples include the probabilis-

tic roadmap planner (PRM) (1, 4), and the

sparse roadmap method (72).

A representative tree-based planner is

basic-rrt (Algorithm 2) (3). Using a sam-

2The planner terminate condition can for example be a successful solution, a timeout, or a
maximum number of iterations.
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pling function, a random sample from the state space is chosen (Line 4). This random

sample is used to extend from the nearest state in the tree (Line 5-7), that is to generate

a path starting from the nearest state to the random sample with a local planner. If the

resulting edge is constraint-free, it is added to the tree (Line 8-9). These planners are often

called single-query, because the trees need to be recomputed for different start states or

goal regions. Examples include the rapidly-exploring random trees (RRT) planner (3, 4),

the expansive-space trees (EST) planner (2), the lower-bound trees RRT (LBT-RRT) (73),

and the fast-marching trees planner (FMT) (74).

4.3.1. General-purpose Planner Improvements. Planner efficiency can improve by adding

or improving one of the following components. Efficiency here can mean reducing memory

footprint, decreasing runtime, decreasing number of samples, or improving path cost.

Lazy Checking. A lazy version of a planner (28, 75, 76, 77) ignores edge constraint

checking during planning. This reduces memory footprint and speeds up runtime. Once a

solution has been found, the edges are checked for constraint violations. In the case of a

constraint violation, the edge is removed from the tree or graph and planning is continued.

This method can be seen as a constraint relaxation method, where a simplified problem is

solved first, and this information is leveraged to solve the original problem (78).

Bidirectionality. Most tree-based planners can be extended to plan not only with one,

but two or more trees. An example is the bidirectional RRT planner (3) which alternates

between extending two trees grown from start and goal, respectively. On each successful

extension, a connection between the nearest states in the trees are tried. This approach can

also be extended to optimal versions (79). In general, this decreases runtime significantly.

Sparsity. Most planners can also be made sparse. A sparse planner often ignores

samples which are inside of a visibility radius of a given node in the graph or tree (80).

Another way to ensure sparsity is to only keep the best cost-to-come states in certain regions

of the state space (81). This is a good way to reduce the memory footprint of the planner.

Optimality. In the pioneering work by Karaman and Frazzoli (4), the authors show

that many planners can be adapted to make them converge to the global optimal solu-

tion (asymptotic optimality). This involves having an adaptive nearest neighbors radius

for graph-based planners (46), or using a tree-rewiring operation after each sampling itera-

tion (82). This approach usually improves the cost of paths significantly.

Admissible Heuristics. Admissible heuristics are lower bound estimates on the cost to

reach a goal (83). One important category are informed sets (84), which describe all states

which can improve the solution quality. Examples include the batch-informed trees planner

(BIT*) (85), and the advanced-informed trees planner (AIT*) (86). Another category are

constraint relaxations (78), where (multiple) levels of projections are used to simplify the

problem, as in the KPIECE method (87, 88), the quotient-space rapidly-exploring random

tree planner (QRRT*) (78), and the hierarchical fast marching tree planner (HFMT*) (89).

A good admissible heuristic can decrease the planner runtime significantly without sacrific-

ing completeness or optimality.

Parameter-Tuning. Most planners have parameters e.g., the number of nearest neigh-

bors K in Basic-PRM (Algorithm 1), that need to be chosen before planning. In certain

problem scenarios these parameters can significantly affect planning performance. Although

planning frameworks such as OMPL (90) often offer reasonable defaults, choosing an appro-

priate set of hyperparameters is considered an open research problem. Some recent works

have investigated bayesian optimization to automatically choose these parameters (91, 92).
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4.3.2. Planner Properties. Sampling-based planners set themselves apart from competing

motion generation frameworks (see Sec. 5) by providing desirable guarantees. One guarantee

is probabilistic completeness. Probabilistic completeness states that a planner will find a

solution path if one exists, when time goes to infinity.

Probabilistic
Completeness: The

planner will find a

solution if one
exists, when time

goes to infinity.
Another important guarantee is asymptotic optimality (4, 93). Asymptotic optimality

states that a planner will find the global optimal solution path when time goes to infinity.

Algorithms with this property, like RRT*, PRM* (4), or BIT* (94), are able to continuously

improve the solution cost until they eventually converge to the global optimal solution (4).

A slightly weaker notion is asymptotic near-optimality. This is a variant of asymptotic

optimality stating that a planner will find a solution when time goes to infinity whereby the

solution cost is ϵ-near to the cost of the optimal solution. Some planners like SPARS (72)

provide this weaker notion to trade-off memory consumption with optimality guarantees.

Asymptotic
Optimality: The

planner will find the
global optimal

solution when time

goes to infinity.

4.4. Special Cases of Motion Planning

Figure 1: Unbounded time-
dependent state space, with
no natural time limit.

While several sampling-based planners are general enough to

solve any motion planning problem, there are some special

cases, which require special care.

4.4.1. Unbounded Space. Some problems, like planning in

space-time, require sampling of an unbounded state space

(see Fig. 1). However, most sampling sequences require a

bounded space to generate dense samples. To resolve this

discrepancy, one option is to use adaptive goal regions (62),

where lower and upper bounds are shifted to keep asymp-

totic optimality while having a bounded region to enable

sampling. Another option is to select existing nodes using a

selection-extension scheme, where nodes are selected at ran-

dom or based on their utility for expansion (40). Those nodes can be extended into random

directions or via dynamics-driven propagation functions (81).

Figure 2: Infeasible problem,
where a disk robot (grey) can
plan motions (green), but can-
not reach a goal (orange) due
to obstacles (grey).

4.4.2. Infeasible Problems. While sampling-based plan-

ners usually provide probabilistic completeness guaran-

tees, they often cannot deal with infeasible planning prob-

lems (see Fig. 2). To handle infeasible problems, there are

different methods which can be applied. One method is

based on sparse roadmaps (80, 72). A sparse roadmap has

a given visibility radius, such that new samples inside the

visibility radius are rejected, and the number of samples

added to the roadmap goes to zero if time goes to infinity.

If no samples can be added for a certain period, a prob-

abilistic estimate of infeasibility can be given (80, 95).

Another method is based on infeasibility certifi-

cates (96, 97, 98). Such methods can tackle lower-

dimensional problems, where samples are used to create

a closed hull around the start state or around the goal

region to verify that a problem is infeasible (98).

www.annualreviews.org • 9



4.5. Kinodynamic Motion Planning

In addition to kinematic constraints, many realistic systems have to satisfy dynamics and

constraints on velocity, acceleration, or torques. This is known as kinodynamic motion

planning (56). The dynamics of kinodynamic systems can be expressed as:

ẋ = f(x, u),

whereby ẋ is the derivative of x, u ∈ U the controls of the system, U the space of applicable

controls, and f the dynamical systems equation. This dynamics equation can be seen as

imposing a constraint on the allowable paths the system can take. There are two main ways

of how planners can handle dynamics.

Steering method. In this approach, given an initial state x1 and a target state x2,

the dynamics f are used to analytically or numerically compute a control u and time t

which respects the dynamics and moves the state from x1 to x2. This simplifies planning,

but steering might be difficult and costly to compute. Examples of systems with analytical

steering methods are Dubin’s car (99) and the Reeds-Sheep car (100). In general, a two-

point boundary value problem (BVP) between two states needs to be solved. The solution

of a BVP provides a local planner which can be used in any geometric planning algorithm

to eventually solve the kinodynamic problem.

Forward propagation The second approach uses forward propagation, whereby an

initial state x1 and a control u is used, and the system is forward propagated for a specified

time t to compute the next state x2. This is advantageous since the dynamics can be treated

as a black box. Kinodynamic planners like Kinodynamic-RRT (3) can solve those problems

by using random control sampling to propagate states forward. Asymptotic optimality can

be achieved using the meta planner AO-RRT (101) which relies on the Kinodynamic RRT

to produce feasible solutions in a combined cost-state space. A kinodynamic planner which

combines asymptotic near-optimality and efficiency is the stable sparse RRT (SST) (81),

which grows a tree in state space while using pruning to maintain only the locally best solu-

tions (67). An asymptotic optimal version (SST*) can be achieved by iteratively decreasing

the pruning resolution (81).

4.6. Extensions Solved by Sampling-based Motion Planning

An extension of motion planning is defined as a problem which imposes additional structures

onto the state space. This additional structure can either be dictated by the problem itself,

such as contact constraints, or partial-observability. Or the structure is added intentionally

to improve planner performance, like projections, or differentiability. This section gives

a non-exhaustive list of additional structures, and how sampling-based planners can be

extended to accommodate them.

4.6.1. Projection-based Motion Planning. Many high-dimensional problems can often be

simplified by introducing projections (78, 88, 89). Projections allow planning over different

levels of abstraction. There are different ways to plan with projections, either by using

them as biased samplers (88), or by using projections to adjust and guide the sampling. If

projections are admissible, i.e., solving a simplified problem is a necessary conditions on the

original problem, properties like asymptotic optimality can be guaranteed (78, 89). While

projections usually speed up planning significantly (78), it is often difficult to define them

for a new problem domain.
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4.6.2. Differentiable Motion Planning. Most functions used in motion planning, like costs,

goals, or constraints, are often differentiable. Exploiting those functions is studied under

the topic of differentiable motion planning (102). While most sampling-based planner avoid

differentiable information, there is evidence that differentiable information can be useful to

converge faster to optimal solutions (103). Differentiable planners need to carefully weigh

when and if computing differentiable information is useful. Recent work in this direction

combines optimization with sampling by adding graph optimization (104), improving ap-

proximately valid paths (103), or optimizing the steering function (70).

4.6.3. Planning with Manifold Constraints. Most constraints in classical motion planning

can readily be sampled to construct satisfiable state space elements. However, complex

constraints, like contacts between robot and environment, often introduce regions in the

state space having zero measure, which have zero chance to be sampled. Dealing with such

constraints is called motion planning with manifold constraints (105). There are different

ways of how to deal with those constraints. For example, the volume of the constraints

can be relaxed to simplify the problem, or random samples can be projected back to the

constraints (105, 106).

4.6.4. Motion planning in Dynamic Environments. Often, robots have to deal with obsta-

cles which might move, appear, or disappear. Dealing with such obstacles is studied under

the topic of planning in dynamic environments (107). Since successful plans might get in-

validated, specialized planners are required. Examples include RRTX (108), which updates

a goal-centered search tree on the fly, and precomputed roadmaps to quickly recompute

solution paths (8).

4.6.5. Belief Space Planning. Many realistic robots do not have access to a fully observable

environment, but need to discover the world using sensors. This leads to the problem of

planning in partially-observable environments (109). To solve those scenarios the belief-

space can be sampled (110), which contains hypotheses about the world plus robot states.

Since the space of hypotheses might get large, it is important to properly simplify those

spaces to make them searchable (111).

4.6.6. Planning in Force Fields. Often, robots need to handle external forces arising from

gravity, friction, or wind. Sampling-based motion planning frameworks can integrate forces

as vector fields on the state space of the robot (112). Planning methods in this area mostly

focus either on handling wind disturbances in Unmanned Aerial vehicles (UAV) (113), or

handling water draft in Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV) (114, 115).

5. Competing Motion Generation Frameworks

Sampling-based motion planning is a framework to generate motions for arbitrary me-

chanical systems. However, there are competing frameworks to generate motions. Those

frameworks are briefly surveyed and advantages and disadvantages are listed relative to

sampling-based motion planning.
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5.1. Motion Optimization

A framework with complementary strengths to sampling-based planning is motion opti-

mization. The idea behind motion-optimization is to formulate motion generation as an

optimization problem (116), and often focus on improving an existing path.

A distinction can be made between gradient-free and gradient-based methods. Gradient-

free methods include shortcutting (42) or hybridizing3 (44) to improve path length. Inter-

polation of splines (117) can be used to improve path smoothness. Gradient-based methods

often make the cost, the goal, and the constraints differentiable, which allows them to

quickly find low-cost paths. Examples include general-purpose optimization frameworks

like CHOMP (118), TrajOpt (119) KOMO (12), GPMP(102), to optimize motions condi-

tioned on arbitrary task requirements.

Advantages. Since most optimization-based methods use second-order information,

they can quickly converge to low-cost solutions. Most algorithms can also handle informa-

tion to push robots out of collisions, which makes those methods applicable even when a

returned path is in collision (118).

Disadvantages. Optimization-based methods usually can only find locally optimal

solutions, and lack guarantees on completeness or optimality. If the starting path is not

constraint-free, one may end up with an invalid path—even if a feasible solution exists.

5.2. Motion Primitives

Motion primitives (120, 121, 122, 123) are predefined or learned motions to accomplish a

certain task. They can be defined as dynamical systems in the state space, which provide

a vector field along which the robot can move to reach a target, fulfill a task, or avoid an

obstacle. Those primitives are loosely based on insights from neuroscience (124), which have

shown that animals are often moving by composing sets of motion primitives for reaching

or walking motions (125).

To equip robots with motion primitives, they can either be learned or predefined based

on task requirements like avoiding obstacles or reaching a target pose. Motion primitive

frameworks like Riemannian motion policies (13), are able to compose complex motions

by combining several simple task policies, whereby a policy is a function telling the robot

where to move from anywhere in the state space.

Advantages. Policies can be used for reactive planning, where obstacles can be avoided

in realtime (126). This can be a good choice for problems where feedback is crucial, like

playing table tennis (122).

Disadvantages. Motion primitives usually do not provide guarantees on complete-

ness or optimality. Finding primitives is often difficult and task-dependent. To make the

methods work, it is often necessary to fine-tune the primitives and control policies.

5.3. Search-based Planning

Search-based planning (127, 11, 128) differs from sampling-based motion planning by im-

posing a grid onto the state space. By connecting neighboring states in this grid, a state

space graph can be constructed. Based on this graph, search-based planners like A* (129)

3Hybridizing refers to the operation of combining a set of (possibly high-cost) input paths to
generate a single (low-cost) output path.
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can find optimal motions with respect to the resolution of the grid. This is an efficient

method to quickly find solutions in lower-dimensional state spaces (130).

Advantages. Variants of A*-like algorithms can directly be used, which are guaranteed

to solve a problem to the optimal solution—w.r.t. the resolution of the graph. Open-source

software is available in the search based planning library (SBPL)4.

Disadvantages. Only resolution-completeness can be guaranteed depending on the

grid resolution. If the resolution is too fine, planning time might be exceptionally expensive.

If the resolution is too coarse, narrow passages cannot be found or traversed. Search grids

are also difficult to employ in high-dimensions due to the curse of dimensionality.

5.4. Control-based Planning

Control algorithms are useful to drive a robot towards a desired goal state. An exam-

ple is the Proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controller (131), which uses current state

information to compute the next input to the system. This can be combined with repul-

sive forces to push the system away from obstacle regions, as in the artificial potential

fields approach (21). More global approaches are the Linear–quadratic regulator (LQR)

method (132) which optimizes a (locally) optimal path, and the Model predictive control

(MPC) method (133) which can find optimal path segments over a receding horizon. Con-

trollers can often also be chained together to provide some form of guarantee, as in the

funnels approach (134), where multiple local controllers cover the state space.

Controllers can also be learned using Reinforcement Learning (135) approaches, where

the learned controller (policy) tries to maximize the given reward signal. A reinforcement

learning (RL) algorithm improves itself by updating an underlying value function, which is

a measure for how desirable states are depending on the reward signal. Over time, learning

algorithms like Q-learning (136) will eventually converge to the optimal policy. For long-

horizon plans, controllers are often combined with planning methods from the previous

sections which compute a reference trajectory which is subsequently given to the controller.

Advantages. The above approaches achieve fast computation of locally optimal paths,

whereby most controllers are reactive and simple to implement. Additionally, a controller

can can continuously incorporate execution feedback.

Figure 3: Success-cost plot explanation.

Disadvantages. Controllers might

get stuck in local minima, or return a sub-

optimal path. There is often no guaran-

tee on either completeness or optimality. If

used inside a planning framework, compu-

tation time might become the bottleneck.

6. Comparative Evaluations

To reveal the relative performance of plan-

ning algorithms, several motion planners

from the open motion planning library

(OMPL)5 (90, 137) are evaluated on a set

4https://github.com/sbpl/sbpl
5https://github.com/ompl/ompl and https://ompl.kavrakilab.org
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Figure 4: Classical Experiments with planners RRT-Connect, PRM, RRT*, FMT,

EST, LBTRRT, AIT*, and BIT*.

of 24 scenarios. For each scenario, a set of applicable planners is selected and run for 100

runs with a scenario-dependent timeout up to 300s. For all experiments the default OMPL

parameters of the planners were used. Changing those parameters could potentially influ-

ence the results (10), but the size of the experimental dataset prevents fine tuning. As

hardware, a 4-core, 8GB RAM laptop running Ubuntu 16.04 is used. The results are shown

as success-cost plots (see Fig. 3), with time on the x-axis, success rate and solution cost6

on the y-axis. In the case of a non-optimizing planner, the average cost of the first solution

is displayed as a single cross. When a color is not displayed, this means that the planner

was not able to find any solution paths.

6.1. Classical Experiments

This set of experiments includes classical motion planning problems, which frequently ap-

pear in the motion planning literature. In each scenario, the task is to move a rigid body

from a start to a goal region. The scenarios are

1. Barriers: A 3-dof problem consisting of a horseshoe-like robot having to traverse a

rectangle with several obstacles.

2. Maze: A 3-dof problem, where a small disk-like robot has to traverse a maze.

6Solution cost is in all cases path length if not explicitly mentioned.
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Figure 5: Manipulation experiments using planners RRTConnect, PRM, PRM*,

RRT*, EST, KPIECE, and AIT*.

3. Random polygons: A 3-dof problem, where a a disk-like robot has to traverse a

room with random polygonal obstacles.

4. Piano movers problem: A 6-dof problem, with a piano moving across a room.

5. Cubicles: A 6-dof problem with a floating L-shape which has to traverse a cubicle.

6. Apartment: A 6-dof problem, where a table moves through an apartment with

furniture.

Fig. 4 shows the results. It can be seen that BIT*, EST, FMT and RRT-Connect

perform well in terms of success rate on 4 out of 6 scenarios. FMT is slightly slower than

the other planners, but is the only one solving the Home scenario in 50% of the cases.

In terms of cost, BIT* has the best convergence in 5 out of 6 scenarios. Graph-based

planners like PRM take longer to solve those problems. However, this performance is

offset by the reusability of graphs for future planning queries. This evaluation underlines a

common observation among practitioners, that there is no single planner that has the best

performance across all scenarios. Choosing a suitable planner depends significantly on the

robot and environment.

6.2. Manipulation Experiments

This set of experiments includes problems from the MotionBenchMaker dataset (53). In

each problem the position of objects is varied relative to the robots.

1. Ur5 Small Shelf : 6-dof problem where the ur5 robot starting outside a small shelf
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reaches inside the shelf to pick up a cylindrical object.

2. Franka-Emika cage: 7-dof problem where the franka-emika robot starting out-

side a caged-box is reaching inside to pick up a cube.

3. Baxter table: 7-dof problem where the baxter robot starting with the arm under

the table is reaching to pick a cylindrical object on a cluttered table.

4. Fetch narrow bookshelf : 8-dof problem where the fetch robot is starting from

the home (stow) position and reaches for a cylindrical object deep in this narrow

bookshelf.

5. Baxter large bookshelf : 14-dof problem where the baxter robot s starting out-

side the shelf reaches to pick two objects with both arms.

6. Shadow-Kuka kitchen: 31-dof problem where a shadowhand mounted on a kuka

arm starts inside the dish-washer and reaches inside the kitchen’s shelf.

As shown in Fig. 5, RRT-Connect has the best overall success rate and is the only planner

reaching 100% in 5 out of 6 scenarios. Only KPIECE is able to reach 100% quicker than

RRTConnect in 1 out of 6 scenarios. In terms of cost, PRM* converges quickly to a low-cost

solution in 4, while AIT* in 3 out of 6 scenarios. RRT* only finds a low-cost solution in 1

scenario.

6.3. Narrow Passage Experiments
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Figure 6: Limitations Experiments. Using planners RRT-Connect, PRM*, RRT*,

KPIECE, FMT, EST, TRRT and BIT*.
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This set of experiments includes six different types of narrow passages. Narrow passages

are difficult to solve for sampling-based motion planners, because the passages constitute

bottlenecks, i.e. regions of the state space, which have near-zero measure, and near-zero

probability to sample states (138).

1. 2d-Disk room: A 2-dof problem where a small disk moves through a slit in a wall.

2. Bugtrap: A 6-dof problem, where a cylindrical object (the bug) escapes a trap.

3. Double L-shape: A 6-dof problem, where an object consistent of two L-shapes has

to traverse a square hole in a wall.

4. Rings on a helix: A 6-dof problem, where a ring has to move along a helix.

5. Franca-Emica box: A 7-dof problem, where a Franca-Emica robot has to move its

endeffector inside of a box.

6. Twister snake: A 10-dof problem, where snake-like robot traverses a twisted pipe.

In terms of success rate, the best planners are RRT-Connect and TRRT, which can solve 3

scenarios to almost 100% success (see Fig. 6). While optimal planners can only find low-cost

solutions in one scenario, is is noteworthy to mention that FMT can find low-cost solutions

in five out of six scenarios. The twister scenario was not solved by any planner.

6.4. Extension Experiments
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Figure 7: Extension Experiments. For the geometric experiments, the planners are RRT-

Connect, PRM, EST, BIT*, RRT*, and FMT. For the dynamic system experi-

ments, the planners are SST*, Kinodynamic RRT
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The extension experiments include contact-constraints, where robots are restricted to

move along surfaces, and scenarios, where a dynamic model is used to actuate the robot.

1. Implicit chain: A 5-dof problem where the end-effector of an articulated chain is

bounded to the surface of a sphere (139).

2. Constrained sphere: A 3-dof point robot which is bounded to the surface of a

sphere with obstacles (139).

3. Maze on Torus: A 3-dof point robot which is bounded to the surface of a torus

plus a maze-like obstacle (139).

4. Dubin’s car: A 3-dof simple car model which can drive forwards at a constant

speed (using a steering function).

5. Dynamic car: A 3-dof dynamic model of a car with a 2-dof action space, which

can accelerate and steer (using a propagator function).

6. Single-thruster UAV: A 9-dof dynamic model of an unmanned aerial vehicle

(UAV), which has a single actuated thruster which can be pivoted.

Fig. 7 shows the result. Using the constraint-based framework (139), EST, BIT*, and RRT-

Connect can solve two scenarios to 100% , while BIT* finds low-cost solutions in three. In

the dynamic cases, only Kinodynamic-RRT is able to find solutions, while the optimal

planner SST* cannot solve any of the scenarios.

7. Discussion

This comparative review provided a reference manual for using sampling-based motion plan-

ning algorithms. A large-scale evaluation of different planners showed which ones perform

best on 24 challenging scenarios. The results indicate that planning algorithms can success-

fully solve a broad class of problems, even with narrow passages, constraints, or dynamics.

However, there is not a single planner that performs best across all problems. Due to space

limitations, a topic not covered in these experiments was the choice of hyper-parameters

of sampling-based planners. Hyper-parameters, however, can drastically affect the perfor-

mance of a motion planning problem. This is an active area of research and we refer the

reader to (91) for a starting point that discusses hyper-parameter tuning for sampling-based

planners. Apart from the comparative evaluations, this review provided a comprehensive

overview about state space structures, categories of sampling-based planning algorithms,

motion planning extensions, and a comparison to alternative motion generation frame-

works. This should give researchers and practitioners the tools to make better decisions

about which sampling-based planners to use in a specific motion planning scenario.

8. Other Reviews of Interest

In the last decades, researchers in sampling-based motion planning have published several

comprehensive review papers. An early account of the history of the field is found in

the treatise by Latombe (26). Focusing more on sampling-based approaches, the work

by Tsianos et al. (140) discusses developments of the field during the early 2000’s. A

more comprehensive resource is the work by Elbanhawi and Simic (141) which provides an

overview of different planners, together with a set of general primitives for all planners.

There is also an ever-growing list of review papers focusing on a specific variant of motion

planning or on a specific application field. A comprehensive overview of asymptotically-
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optimal planners is a recent survey by Gammell and Strub (93). Similarly, but with a focus

on heuristic approaches, is the work by Mac et al. (142). Excellent overviews exist also

on motion planning inspired methods for molecular simulations (143, 144), where different

required extensions are discussed. For the field of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), the

work by Goerzen et al. (145) provides an overview and discusses more advanced planning

problems like surveillance and reconnaissance. Learning and sampling-based planning is

discussed in (54). Excellent reviews for the role of motion planning in task planning can be

found in Garrett et al. (146), and Kingston et al. (105), respectively.

While all these works provide good overviews about sampling-based planning and spe-

cific areas, this review provides a broader guide for sampling-based motion planning. This

review is also more application-oriented, in that it also shows the relative performance of

popular planners on different problem areas.
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